Screening of inbred popcorn lines for tolerance to low phosphorus
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ABSTRACT. Increasing phosphorus use efficiency in agriculture is essential for sustainable food production. Thus, the aims of this study were: i) to identify phosphorus use efficiency (PUE) in popcorn lines during the early plant stages, ii) to study the relationship between traits correlated with PUE, and iii) to analyze genetic diversity among lines. To accomplish this, 35 popcorn lines from Universidade Estadual de Maringá breeding program were studied. The experiment was conducted in a growth chamber using a nutrient solution containing two concentrations of phosphorus (P): 2.5 µM or low P (LP) and 250 µM or high P (HP). After 13 days in the nutrient solution, root morphology traits, shoot and root dry weight, and P content of the maize seedlings were measured. A deviance analysis showed there was a high level of genetic variability. An unweighted pair group method with arithmetic mean (UPGMA) clustering analysis identified three groups for the LP treatment (efficient, intermediate, and inefficient) and three groups for the HP treatment (responsive, moderately responsive,
and unresponsive). The results of a principal component analysis and selection index were consistent with the UPGMA analysis, and lines 1, 2, 13, 17, 26, and 31 were classified as PUE.
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**INTRODUCTION**

Popcorn (Zea* mays* var. *everta*) is a popular snack food among Brazilians and can be found across the country in a wide range of establishments in the food industry (Amaral Jr et al., 2013; Gonçalves et al., 2014). The economic importance of popcorn has resulted in continued yearly growth due to its higher aggregate value compared with corn and other annual crops such as soybean, especially for small holder farmers (Moterle et al., 2012).

Abiotic stresses represent a major barrier for popcorn cultivation and include water, temperature, salinity, and nutrient deficiencies in tropical and subtropical soils. Of these, phosphorus (P) deficiency is considered to be a major constraint for crop production (López-Arredondo et al., 2014) and represents the macroelement that is available in the lowest amount to plants (Hammond et al., 2004; Bennetzen and Hake, 2009). Phosphorus (P) is an essential element and a primary constituent of organic molecules such as nucleic acids and ATP, which constitute DNA and active transport in living cells (Schachtman et al., 1998; Suh and Yee, 2011).

Retention in labile or stable forms occurs when P precipitates in a solution with ionic forms of calcium, iron, and aluminum, and especially by adsorption to the surface of iron and aluminum oxides, hydroxides, and oxy-hydroxides, which are present in high quantities in weathered soils (Calderón-Vázquez et al., 2011).

The most common management practice to minimize P deficiency is the utilization of phosphate fertilizers that are predominately derived from phosphate-containing rocks. Phosphate fertilizers have been widely used in agriculture, and have significantly contributed to food production and security (Richardson et al., 2011; Veneklaas et al., 2012); however, recent estimates indicate that prices will increase in the coming decades, and that phosphate reserves may be depleted in this century (Cordell et al., 2009; Scholz et al., 2013).

Therefore, increasing P use efficiency (PUE) in agriculture is essential to sustain food production (Elser, 2012; Rose et al., 2013). The two components of PUE are P acquisition efficiency (PAE) and P internal utilization efficiency (PUTIL) (Moll et al., 1982). Parentoni and Souza Júnior (2008) showed that both efficiency indexes should be considered in breeding programs, but the higher importance of PAE compared to PUTIL should be taken into account when establishing selection indexes for these traits as tropical maize plants are grown in high (HP) and low P (LP) soils. Morphological, physiological, and/or biochemical aspects from the plant root system, such as root architecture, microorganism interactions (mycorrhizae and bacteria), and exudate production of organic anions and phosphatase enzymes contribute to PAE (Wang et al., 2010). Conversely, PUTIL is mainly attributed to the recycle, transport, and use efficiency of P stored in the plant under conditions of low P availability (Calderón-Vázquez et al., 2011; Veneklaas et al., 2012).

Differences between genotypes that efficiently use P can be observed in the early plant stages, and these plants exhibit shoot reduction, and changes in root growth and architecture in LP environments (Bayuelo-Jiménez et al., 2011; de Sousa et al., 2012). Thus, early selection...
for P efficiency is essential to accelerate breeding programs once it allows quick selection in a controlled environment, especially when field experiments are more expensive and cannot always be performed due to climatic conditions (Mundim et al., 2013; Zhang et al., 2014).

The use of adequate phenotyping methods to analyze seedling roots may reduce costs and time, which would allow breeders to focus their field studies on promising lines (Zhu and Lynch, 2004; Walker et al., 2011; Lynch and Brown, 2012; Kumar et al., 2012). Therefore, the aims of this study were as follows: i) to identify PUE lines in early plant stages, ii) to study the relationship between variables correlated with PUE, and iii) to analyze the genetic diversity between lines.

MATERIAL AND METHODS

A total of 35 popcorn plant lines from Universidade Estadual de Maringá breeding program, which is located in Maringá, Brazil, were analyzed. The experiment was performed in a growth chamber with an average daily temperature of 27°C ± 3°C, night temperature of 20°C ± 3°C, and light intensity of 330 µmol photons·m⁻²·s⁻¹, with a photoperiod of 12 h and continuous aeration.

The seeds were disinfected with 0.5% sodium hypochlorite for 5 min, washed in deionized distilled water, and then germinated on moistened germination paper rolls. After germination for 4 days, the endosperm was removed from the seeds to eliminate the nutritional reserves, especially P (Rose et al., 2013), and three uniform seedlings were selected for each of the three replicates. The experimental design was completely randomized, with three replicates, and two treatments: LP and HP at 2.5 and 250 µM P, respectively, in a modified Magnavaca nutrient solution (Magnavaca et al., 1987). A system consisting of plastic file folders lined with germination paper was used for hydroponic growth (de Sousa et al., 2012). The nutrient solution was replaced every 3 days, and the maize seedlings were analyzed 13 days after they were transferred to the paper pouches.

Root images were captured using a digital photography setup and analyzed using the RootReader2D (http://www.plantmineralnutrition.net/rr2d.php) and the WinRHIZO (http://www.regent.qc.ca/assets/winrhizo_about.html) software according to de Sousa et al. (2012). The following traits were analyzed: total root length (RL) (cm), total root surface area (RSA) (cm²), total root volume (RV) (cm³), length of fine roots (0.0 < d ≤ 1.0) (RL1) (cm), and surface area of fine roots (0.0 < d ≤ 1.0) (RSA1) (cm²). After image acquisition, the seedling roots and shoots were each dried to a constant weight at 65°C in order to obtain shoot dry weight (SDW), root dry weight (RDW), and total dry weight (TDW). The shoot P content (SPC) and root P content (RPC) were measured by the blue molybdenum spectrophotometry method (Pradhan and Pokhrel, 2013; Santos et al., 2014).

Genetic statistical analyses were performed using the Selegen-REML/BLUP (restricted maximum likelihood/best linear unbiased prediction) software (Resende, 2007), model 83 (completely randomized, unrelated clones tested, and one plant per plot or plot average used) represented in matrix form by:

\[ y = Xu + Zg + \varepsilon \] (Equation 1)

where \( y \) is the vector of observed and known data, \( u \) is the scalar for the overall mean (fixed effect), \( g \) is the vector of genotypic effects (assumed to be random), and \( \varepsilon \) is the error or residual
vector (random), and $X$ and $Z$ are the matrices for specific effects. Deviances were calculated for each variable, and their significance was tested by the chi-square test at a 5% probability level. Values for heritability, experimental coefficient of variation, and predicted means were calculated.

The Pearson correlation coefficient was calculated for the predicted means, and unweighted pair group method with arithmetic mean (UPGMA) hierarchical clustering using standard Euclidean distances, and a principal component analysis (PCA) were used for the genetic diversity analyses, which were performed using the R software program (http://www.r-project.org).

Lines were selected using the selection index in LP conditions, which calculates the distance of each line to an ideal genotype. To calculate this index, the variables were standardized, and then the ideal genotype was defined as a line with the largest values for the variables R1DL, SDW, RDW, SPC, and RPC. Next, the Euclidean distances between each line and this ideal genotype were calculated using the formula:

$$d_{ij} = \sqrt{\sum (X_{ij} - X_{Ij})^2}$$  \hspace{1cm} (Equation 2)

where $d_{ij}$ is the Euclidean distance between line $j$ and the ideal genotype $I$, $X_{ij}$ is the average of trait $i$ in line $j$, and $X_{Ij}$ is the value defined by the ideal genotype $I$ for trait $i$.

**RESULTS**

The deviance values, which differed significantly by the chi-square test at 5% probability for all of the variables analyzed at LP and HP, indicate high genetic variability between the tested popcorn lines (Table 1). The estimated heritability values were low for RV (0.12 for LP and 0.32 and HP) and RPC (0.27 for LP), whereas those for the other variables were medium-to-high and ranged from 0.42 (RSA) to 0.56 (SDW and TDW) for LP, and 0.61 (RDW) to 0.75 (DG) for HP.

According to the coefficient of variance (CVe), the experiment was more precise under conditions of high HP, which presented values ranging from 10.13 to 32.43%, compared with LP, which presented values ranging from 15.00 to 54.59%. Pearson correlation analysis revealed a significant correlation among all traits in both the LP and HP conditions (Table 2). However, the RPC and SPC did not show a significant correlation with root morphology traits, but did with low root P content and TDW under low P. However, under HP, the SPC was correlated with the other analyzed traits, whereas the root P content was only correlated with RDW and TDW.

Using average standardized Euclidean distances, UPGMA clustering analysis generated three clusters based on the phenology and physiology of the plants under LP (Figure 1). The first group contained six lines (Pop 26, 31, 17, 13, 01, and 02) that presented the highest values for most traits, so they were classified as P use efficient. The second group contained nine lines (Pop 30, 34, 27, 29, 14, 21, 28, 32, and 33) that presented high values for RSA, RV, and RDW, intermediate values for R1DL, R1DSA, SDW, and TDW, and low values for DG and RPC, and these were classified as moderately P efficient. The third group contained the remaining lines that presented low values for most traits and was classified as P inefficient.
### Table 1. Variance components and broad-sense heritability ($h^2$) estimates, means, and coefficients of variation (CVe, %) for 10 traits related to phosphorus (P) use efficiency evaluated in 35 inbred popcorn lines and two inbred maize lines (controls) under two P levels.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Traits</th>
<th>Low P (LP)</th>
<th>High P (HP)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Deviance</td>
<td>$h^2$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RL</td>
<td>543.14**</td>
<td>0.49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RSA</td>
<td>837.92**</td>
<td>0.42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RV</td>
<td>55.87**</td>
<td>0.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RLI</td>
<td>1063.89**</td>
<td>0.48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RSA1</td>
<td>677.83**</td>
<td>0.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SDW</td>
<td>638.79**</td>
<td>0.56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RDW</td>
<td>457.72**</td>
<td>0.47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RDW1</td>
<td>696.93**</td>
<td>0.56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SPC</td>
<td>234.23**</td>
<td>0.47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RPC</td>
<td>302.83**</td>
<td>0.27</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

aRL = total root length; RSA = root surface area; RV = root volume; RLI = root 0-1-mm diameter length; RSA1 = root 0-1 mm diameter surface area; SDW = shoot dry weight; RDW = root dry weight; TDW = total dry weight; SPC = shoot phosphorus content; RPC = root phosphorus content. **Significant at 0.01% probability.

### Table 2. Genotypic correlation among traits related to phosphorus (P) use efficiency evaluated in 35 inbred popcorn lines and two inbred maize lines (controls) under two P levels.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Traits</th>
<th>RP</th>
<th>RSA</th>
<th>RV</th>
<th>RL1</th>
<th>RSA1</th>
<th>SDW</th>
<th>RDW</th>
<th>TDW</th>
<th>SPC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LP</td>
<td>0.97**</td>
<td>0.98**</td>
<td>0.98**</td>
<td>0.97**</td>
<td>0.97**</td>
<td>0.98**</td>
<td>0.98**</td>
<td>0.98**</td>
<td>0.98**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HP</td>
<td>0.97**</td>
<td>0.98**</td>
<td>0.98**</td>
<td>0.97**</td>
<td>0.97**</td>
<td>0.97**</td>
<td>0.97**</td>
<td>0.97**</td>
<td>0.97**</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Three clusters were also observed under HP conditions, with the first group (Pop 1 and 26) presenting high values for most of the variables; the second group (Pop 13, 07, 33, 02, 14, 30, 15, 17, 28, 12, 34, 31, 18, and 32) presenting high values for DG, RSA, RV, R1DL, and R1DSA, and low values for RPC, and RDW; and a third group classified as unresponsive to P application.

PCA using all 35 lines and 10 traits revealed a difference in the distribution of lines on the plot and showed a higher distribution of lines in LP than in HP, indicating that the popcorn lines can be better distinguished under conditions of stress. The first component explained...
68.33 and 69.88% while the second component explained 17.30 and 18.04% of the total variance for LP and HP, respectively (Figure 2).

**Figure 1.** UPGMA dendrogram showing the genetic relationships of 35 inbred popcorn lines under two P levels.

**Figure 2.** Principal component analysis (PCA) of the genetic relationships among 35 inbred popcorn lines and two inbred maize lines (controls) under two P levels.
The selection index was consistent with the UPGMA clustering and PCA analyses in LP, and Pop1, 2, 13, 17, 26, and 31 were classified as tolerant to LP (Figure 3). The major characteristics of these lines include a smaller decrease in biomass production of the shoots and roots, higher values for root growth and architecture, and increased P absorption and transport.

Figure 3. The mean values for 5 traits in popcorn maize under low P conditions based on the selection index.

DISCUSSION

The results of the present study showed that the average values for all variables were lower under LP, indicating that this condition affected the morphology and physiology of the plant. The heritability values observed for LP allow the use of TDW and SDW as indicators for germplasm selection for tolerance to LP levels. The values observed here are lower than those observed by Zhang et al. (2014), who analyzed 456 lines of maize in a nutrient solution containing two levels of P (0 and 1000 µM) and found high heritability in lines grown without P, with values ranging from 0.73 to 0.89, and lower heritability in the presence of P, with values ranging from 0.52 to 0.78. When 32 tropical maize lines were analyzed in a nutrient solution containing 2.5 and 250 µM P, the heritability values for RL, RV, and RSA were 0.93, 0.81, and 0.89, respectively (de Sousa et al., 2012). A segregating population composed of 145 maize recombinant inbred lines (RILs) derived from a bi-parental cross of lines L3 (P-efficient) and L22 (P-inefficient) also showed high heritability values for these traits in maize seedlings grown under the same conditions (Azevedo et al., 2015).

Results of Pearson correlation were consistent with those obtained in other maize studies (Mundim et al., 2013; Zhang et al., 2014; Azevedo et al., 2015), in which morphological root and shoot traits were shown to be correlated. The positive correlation between biomass (TDW and SDW) and root measurements (DG, RSA, RL1, RSA1) is consistent with results from other studies, and indicates that if selection is performed according to such correlations, then genotypes with the highest values for these factors can be selected and high tolerance to P deficiency can be obtained (Bayuelo-Jiménez et al., 2011; Zhang et al., 2014).
The observed variability clustered by UPGMA analysis may have been caused by the origin and breeding of each popcorn line, because this information is important for the breeder when determining optimal crosses. Thus, the most divergent and efficient lines can be used as founders to generate improved populations with a high frequency of genes favorable to traits involved in PUE. Moreover, efficient lines can be crossed with inefficient lines in order to generate segregating populations for quantitative trait loci mapping (Mundim et al., 2013), as was performed in several studies (Zhu and Lynch, 2004; Zhu et al., 2005; Hufnagel et al., 2014; Azevedo et al. 2015).

The PCA results were consistent with observations from the UPGMA clustering analysis, in which three clusters were found for both LP (efficient, intermediate, and inefficient) and HP. Under LP, lines Pop17 and 13 were highly correlated with the variable RPC and classified as highly efficient for P absorption, whereas for HP, only Pop13 was correlated, and this was considered to be responsive to P adsorption.

The lines classified as tolerant to LP by the selection index are promising candidates for future breeding programs for the generation of tolerance to LP in popcorn. Our results showed that it is possible to improve the accuracy and speed of selection for genotypes tolerant to LP. Early seedling phenotyping for P efficiency can accelerate a breeding program if the number of genotypes that can be screened in a shorter period of time can be enhanced, and also raises the possibility of performing experiments throughout the year, including in seasons that are unfavorable for field studies (Mundim et al., 2013; Zhang et al., 2014). Magalhães et al. (2011) used the same selection method in maize lines and showed that it provided important information for the selection of genotypes tolerant to LP, thus improving the accuracy and speed of genotype selection.
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